
GATEWAY 
Updated: January  2023 

 

Guidelines for Organisers (to be read in conjunction with competitor rules). 
 
The BC Gateways are competitions in 3 parts, designed to be fun for newcomers to the sport of 
Competition Carriage Driving (Gateway Newcomers) and for other, more experienced, drivers 
(Gateway Allcomers).  

Designed to minimise any extra work required by the Organisers, the 3 parts are: Compulsory Shapes, 
Cones and Obstacles.  These guidelines are flexible, please adapt to suit your individual competition 
requirements and risk assessment.  

These BC Gateway events can be run as stand alone events, on the same day as a one day event, or 
as part of a two or three day event. They are designed so there is no requirement for an overnight stay. 

CLASSES 

BC Gateway Newcomers 

There can be a maximum of 4 classes in Newcomers - single horse, single pony, horse multiple, pony 
multiple (4s not allowed). An assessment must have been completed on the turnout and only that 
assessed turnout can take part. A safety check must be completed on entries prior to starting. 

Entries can be accepted from any driver as long as they have not competed at Intermediate level or 
above in any BC Affiliated Club event, or at Novice or above at any BC Regional or National event. 

Drivers must have passed their 6th birthday and, if necessary, have passed a safety assessment carried 
out by a BC approved assessor before entering. They may only enter with the turnout assessed.   

BC Gateway Allcomers 

There can be a maximum of 4 classes in Allcomers - single horse, single pony, horse multiple, pony 
multiple.  An assessment may need to be completed on the turnout if deemed appropriate by the 
Organiser. 

GENERAL GUIDELINES 

Any driver under 14 years must be accompanied by an adult, Any person under 18 must wear a body 
protector while on the carriage. All persons on a carriage must wear a properly secured hard hat 
throughout all three competition phases and a back-protector during the obstacle phase. Para Drivers 
can use Compensating Aids as per Article 928, BC Rules. 

Competitors to be allowed time to walk obstacles either before their competition starts or after shapes 
and cones. If this class is part of a 2 or 3 day event, then allowance must be made on marathon start 
times to accommodate this. The scheduling of the 3 phases would ideally be Shapes followed by 
Cones for all competitors, although there can be a gap between these two parts if that suits the 
organiser better, with the Obstacles later in the same day. 

  



Compulsory Shapes.  

• A 5 minute test of driving capability. 

• Judged on Rhythm, Suppleness and Contact.  

• This phase takes place in an arena measuring anywhere between 40m x 20m and 80m x 40m. 
An arena 60m x 40m can also be used. It could be driven in half of a full sized arena (just move 
the letters), a reduced size outdoor arena (move the ends and some letters), an indoor size 
arena – whatever is easiest for the organiser. A smaller arena means the shapes take less time. 

• One judge at or near C.  

• 10 movements including walk, trot and halt. 

• Can be ‘called’ by groom. 
 

Cones 

• Between 10 and 14 pairs of cones  

• Maximum one difficulty (zig zag, cloverleaf, etc) allowed. 

• Width set at 155 cm. 

•  Time allowed based on 180 m per min. 

• Penalties 
o Knockdown - 3 penalties 
o Wrong direction or wrong order - 10 penalties 
o Miss a pair of cones - 20 penalties 
o Not completed in time allowed will incur penalties at 0.5 penalties per second over the 

allowed time. 
o Vehicle narrower than 125cm - additional 3 penalties 

 

Obstacles 

• 4 obstacles 
o 1 obstacle driven 4 times 
o 2 obstacles driven twice 
o 4 obstacles driven once each. 
o Gates flagged A to D or E 
o Indoor or outdoor obstacles allowed. 
o No water obstacle or bridge. 
o Can be run as indoor type obstacles or by using part of the marathon course. 

▪ If part of the marathon course, be conscious that this competition is not a shortened 
marathon as such. A maximum section time may be set if part of marathon route is used. 
Be aware that a small pony will be a lot slower. 

• Penalties 
o Drive gates in wrong order or wrong direction - 10 penalties each occurrence 
o Miss a gate - 20 penalties 
o Time taken in obstacle - 0.25 penalties per second. 

 

The driver with the lowest total penalties shall be the winner.  

• If two drivers have the same score, the driver with the best score for compulsory shapes shall be 
the winner.  

• If two drivers still have the same score, the driver with the best score for obstacle driving shall be 
the winner.  

• If two drivers still have the same score, both will receive a winner’s rosette. 
 

British Carriagedriving National Championships. The winner of each class will qualify for the National 
Championships. Qualification will pass down the line if the winner has already qualified (to 6th place). 

  



GATEWAY 
Updated: May 2022 

 

Rules for Competitors 
BC Gateway is a carriage driving competition in three parts. Any driver must be a member of BC, or a 

BC affiliated club. It may be possible to enter as a day member - please ask. 

Gateway Newcomers 
Entries will be accepted from any driver (single or pair) as long as they have not competed at Intermediate 
level or above in any BC Affiliated Club event or at Novice or above at any BC Regional or National event. 

 

Gateway Allcomers 
The Gateway Allcomers is open to any turnout: horse and pony, single and multiple classes. 

Ideal for those bringing on a new equine or combination, or for those that have been out of the sport for 

some time. Small equines and short format competitors are eligible too.  

An assessment may be required, depending on experience. 

General rules for Gateway classes 

Drivers must have passed their 6th birthday and have passed a safety assessment carried out by a BC 

approved assessor before entering. They may only enter with the turnout which has been assessed. 

Any driver under 14 years must be accompanied by an adult. Any person under 18 must wear a body 

protector while on the carriage. All persons on a carriage must wear a properly secured hard hat 

throughout all three competition phases and a back-protector during the obstacle phase. 

Para Drivers can use compensating aids, as per Article 928 of BC Rules. 

Before you start the competition, you will be allocated a number. You must ensure that it is clearly 

displayed on your turnout at all times when at the event. 

By entering, you agree to be bound by the rules set out in this sheet. You also agree that in all 

equestrian sport the welfare of our horses and safety of all competitors is of paramount concern.  

Anyone on the carriage must wear a properly fastened hard hat at all times and a back protector for 

obstacles. 

All horses and ponies must have up to date flu vaccinations. Bitless bridles are not allowed. 

The event organisers may eliminate you if, in their reasonable opinion, you do anything that adversely 

affects the welfare of any horse or the safety of any other person at the event. 

Part One - Compulsory Shapes 

This phase takes place in an arena measuring between 40m x 20m and 80m x 40m. A 60m x 40m may 

also be used. You must enter the arena at the place marked A and drive the shapes set out in the 

drawing. You will be awarded a mark out of 10 for each shape by a judge sitting near the place marked 

C. 

Shapes will be marked on Rhythm, Suppleness and Contact. Trot should be active and forward - a 

good working trot. Walk should be free, forward going and cover the ground. 

At the end of this phase, all your marks will be added up and subtracted from 100. This will give you a 

‘penalty score’. If you make a mistake driving the shapes, the judge will ring a bell so that you can start 

again from where you went wrong, and you will be given 5 extra penalties. Your groom may ‘call’ the 

shapes for you. 

 



Part Two - Cones 

The event organiser will set up a course of between 10 and 14 numbered pairs of cones with balls on 

top. You will be told what the ‘time allowed’ is for completing the course and given the chance to ‘walk 

the course’ and work out where each pair of cones is and the best route from each pair to the next. 

You must drive through the start gate, through each pair of cones in the correct order and in the correct 

direction (red on the right), and through the finish gate. 

You will be given 3 penalties for each ball you knock down. You will be given 10 penalties if you go 

through any pair of cones in the wrong order or in the wrong direction and 20 penalties if you miss out a 

pair of cones. 

If you have not completed the course when the time allowed expires, you will receive 0.5 penalties for 

each elapsed second over the time allowed. 

Part Three - Obstacles 

The event organiser will build either one ‘obstacle’ (to be driven 4 times), two ‘obstacles’ (to be driven 

twice each) or four ‘obstacles’ (to be driven once each). 

Every obstacle will have either 4 or 5 gates, labelled A to D or E. You will be given the chance to ‘walk 

the course’ and work out where each gate is and the best route from each gate to the next. You will be 

shown the route from one obstacle to the next. 

When driving an obstacle, you must drive through the start gate, through each gate in the obstacle in 

the correct order and in the correct direction (red on the right) and through the finish gate. You must 

then proceed to the next obstacle and so on, until you have driven all four obstacles. 

You will be timed in each obstacle. You will be given 0.25 penalty for each elapsed second, 10 

additional penalties if you go through any gate in the wrong order or in the wrong direction and 20 

additional penalties if you miss a gate. 

Overall score 

The driver with the lowest total penalties shall be the winner. If two drivers have the same score, the 

driver with the best score for compulsory shapes shall be the winner. If two drivers still have the same 

score, the driver with the best score for obstacle driving shall be the winner. 

 

British Carriagedriving National Championships. The winner of each class will qualify for the National 

Championships. Qualification will pass down the line if the winner has already qualified (to 6th place). 

  



British Carriagedriving Gateway 

Compulsory Shapes (2021) 

Arena size: 
Between 40m x 20m and 80m x 40m 

(60m x 40m may also be used) 
 

 

MOVEMENT MARK 

1 A-C Enter at trot 
 

2 C-M-B Trot 
 

3 B-E Half circle right - Trot 
 

4 E-B Half circle right - Walk 
 

5 B-F-A-K Trot 
 

6 K-B Change rein - Trot 
 

7 B-E Half circle left - Trot 
 

8 E-K-A-D Trot 
 

9 D-X Walk 
 

10 X Halt 
 

TOTAL 
 

 

REMARKS: 

 

All movements to be judged on Rhythm, Suppleness and Contact. 

Trot should be active and forward - a good Working Trot. 

Walk should be free, forward going and cover the ground. 

Maximum marks - 100 

 

Errors of  Course 

5 penalty points 

per incident 

The scale of Marks 

 10 Excellent 5 Sufficient 

 9 Very good 4 Insufficient 

 8 Good 3 Fairly bad 

 7 Fairly good 2 Bad 

 6 Satisfactory 1 Very bad 

 0 Not performed 

COMPETITOR 

 

 

 

 

NUMBER 



British Carriagedriving Gateway - COMPULSORY SHAPES (2021) 
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A-C 

Enter at trot 

C-M-B 

Trot 
B-E 

1/2 circle right - trot 

E-B 

1/2 circle right - walk 

 

B-F-A-K 

Trot 

K-B 

Change rein - trot 

B-E 

1/2 circle left - trot 

E-K-A-D 

Trot 

D-X 

Walk 

X 

Halt 


